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GOldman on Jobs:

'Apply

Now~ Worry

-':'Walt Pellegrini
"It's never too soon to send
out resumes in search for a job,"
Leslie Goldman, director of the
Placement Office advised. She
also feels it is folly ' to set any
artificial date for getting a job.
She recommends applying early
but warns, "don't put pressure
on yourself now, it's always too
soon to panic."
The age old adage 'no news is
good news' is particularly '
applicable when searching for a
job. Usually only the large major
firins hire early, and this year
fortunes will turn with the
economy. Government agencies
on the other hand have waited
until as late as summer before
responding after interviews.
If there is a rust step to job
seeking, Ms. Goldman suggests it
be some honest soul searching.
To remember what that is,
students Vtould go ' back to
reading wee~ before the first set
of January law finals. "Sit down
with yourself and decide what
you really want as far as a
JOb-'anYthfrii"
rttn
6
answer," Goldman stressed.
This, she feels will facilitate the
aspirant's next step: research.
Soul searching done, the next
step is to plow through
Martindale-Hubbell for finns in
your field and in the locales you
want, should you be that
selective. "You should maximize

package. A short letter is
preferred and it is stressed that it
should be as neat as the resume.
Ira Goldberg, 3A.
As far as listing names for .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

Placement
Goldman.

Director

Leslie

your chances, by covering all the
finns in the specific. field you've
chosen." , It is a shotgun
approach but channeled. Again
Ms. Goldman points out that the
channel a student chooses is
important because he or she is
the one to be inte.{Viewed. "Only
you know what you'n feel
comfortable with," Goldman
said.
The job applicant is advised
that a standard resume form is
most acceptable tp facilitate
matters for hiring committees.
Cover letters should provide an
opportunity for adding an
'individual touch' to the

Class of '18: 31% women;
two dropouts per day ,

1975

L Rev Despite
,Staff Upset,
On Schedule

Later'

references, Ms. Goldman says,
"They usually don't come into
play unless you are seriously
being considered-but do have
them ready." She feels the 'to
whom it may concern' letters are
excess baggage. '

'

T,he bicycle thief

The doors of Fordham have
closed to crime in the first week
of classes. An attempted bicycle
theft has forced the locking of
the basement level entrance to
the law school. '
This year the Placement
Ira Goldberg, 3A, avid
Office has compiled ' lists of bicyclist, noticed metal cutting
finns. They are listed according marks on his bicycle lock.
to their specialty where there is Angered over the thought of
a predominant noted svecialty, crime in the law school he
something never done before.
t d' th . 'de t t De
e met n 0
an
Thus far these lists include re~or e
Hanlon and , demanded ei,ther an
Theatrical, Entertainment, additional security guard at the
Labor, and Patent law finns. entrance or the pennanent
They will be made available locking of the doors. Goldberg
soon. Firms will begin noted that the cycle tampering
interviewing here at Fordham on was only the harbinger of
September 17th. Instructions possible muggings at the
concerning these interviews will unprotecte,d entrance and
be issued soon also.
warned Professor Martin, whose
Ms. Goldman informs the office is near ' the entrance, of
Advocate that there are the danger.
opportunities outside the
According to Goldberg,
Trl-state
rea for Fonlt_"~-M4
.Nd off three men
Grads Generally, lack of student who appeared to have a metal
interest has prevented active cutting device.
When ' asked whether the
recruiting from the 'hinterlands.'
Ms. Goldman has alumni doors would be permanently
contacts,
. Terent parts of locked, Dean Hanlon replied, "I
the country whO in the past have assume so.'" He said that the
assisted students in their job decision would be up to the
hunting.
..se.c.u.n.
·t.y.gu
...
ar.d.s...._ _ _ _ _.

Editors and Staff
Improve Rapport
-Walt Pellegrini
~ Mutiny, desertion, job action,
' whatever term you want to use,
such were the overtones on Law
Review 'this August. Although
, there were no threats of
walk-out or dismissal there was a
' confrontation between the
,second year Law Review staffers '
united in quasi-association and
' the Board of Editors. '
For the second time in as
many years Law Review was
beset with labor-management
problems but unlike last years
allegedly arbitrary firing of
staffer Ridge l.oux, this year's
' controversy seems to have been
, resolved without casualties, and
the review is sticking to its
publication schedule.
Staffer complaints began
brewing during the summer
when they felt they were subject
to pawn treatment. "Some of us
would make required trips into
school only to discover we'd
have no assignments," remarked
one staffer who like all staffers
i n t e r vie wed r e que s ted
anonymity.
~
E d ito r· i n - chi efT 0 m
O'Connell feels the scheduling

' Con't on pg. 4

Summer Employment

Layoffs for 'lawyers
- Ed Wallace

Minority.and LSAT

Labor Law and Collectiv~
Bargaining have becQme required
sllltistics not yet availahle.
courses for job seeking law
studentsnot for clients-ta-be,
-Jay Couzens
but for themselves. Layoffs and
This year's entering class are judged equally. However, ' unemployment compensation
originally had 270 Day students women this year still only
are no longer strangers to the
and 145 Evening students. Dean comprise twenty four (24)
legal profession, or Fordham
Hanlon stated that there have percent of the total student
students.
been about two drop-outs per body, last year that total was
In August, the Legal Aid
day, possibly due to the early eighteen (18) percent. The entire
Society tenninated thirty-one
starting date. '
enrollment this year is 1111
law interns, seven of them
As of friday, Section lA only students, last year there were
Fordham students. Lofton
has 109 students after 13 1096.
Holder graduated from Fordham
last June and was offered a job
One-hundred and thirty two
dropped out. Iil Section 1B 13
students have left since
at Legal Aid which he accepted.
colleges and universities were
mid-August leaving- the count for _ represented by the first year Shortly after taking his bar
1B at 137.
class. Approximately 30 of these exam, Holder was infonned by
the Society that the job he had
Dean Hanlon stated that schools were Catholic. Hanlon
ideally each of the three sections did not have figures on the total counted on was no longer
available.
should have 120 students but number of students from
Jim Mackevich, 3-A, returned
Fordham refuses to arbitrarily Catholic schools although in
reject equally qualified
to
the summer employment of
applican ts. The total of first year years past there have been as his college days to supplement
students is 246 day and 135 many as twenty students from
Fordham College alone in a his part time job in a law finn.
evening.
He delivered toilet paper and
class.
Women comprise thirty-one
' other paper products for Morris
Perhaps the most significant
percent of this years entering
Bros. Paper Co. of New Jersey
class. While last yea; the figure statistics on minority enrollment ("If Its Paper We Make It.") All
was 23%. Hanlon said it was not and average LSAT scores are not was not a waste since as Jim
a policy decision to increase by yet available. Hanlon said he
pointed out '" expect to get an
eight percent the number of expects to have those stats this
offer of full time employment
women but that all applicants week.
once I graduate." From the

~
White Line ' Fever. Jim Mackevitcb, 3A drove a big riB to
supplement part time law job.
paper company that is, not the
law finn,.
Bob Grant, 3-A, avoided the
worries of legal employment and
went to sea. He was able to earn
over $300 a week on a tug boat
towing city garbage out to sea
until the budget crisis forced the
tug boat company to lay him
off. Bob continues to pay his
union dues in order to retain his
seniority in the hope of being
rehired. He is counting on the
fact that the garbage will have to
be towed eventually and he
looks forward to enjoying a

distinction few lawyers enjoy :
"My boss told me I'd be the
only lawyer towing New York
City garbage."
Students working on Wall
Street and environs did not feel
the economic pinch Tom
Milton, 3-A, worked , at Dewey,
Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer &
Wood, , Melinda Roberts
continued at liughes, Hubbard &
Reed, and Bill Brennan was a
summer associate at Mudge,
Rose, Guthrie & Alexander. All
Con't on P/? 4
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•

Stu, McGregor

On behalf of the Student Bar
Association I would like to
Editors
welcome you back to the Law
Edward Wallace Walt Pellegrini
School and hope that this will be
an enjoyable and rewarding year
Features, Mark Lichtblau '
for us all. '
It would appear that once
Business Manager Jim Mackevich
fmal exams 'have ended and
gradation is complete, the doors
lock and the building becomes
silent until the start of the
following fall semester. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
Although the noise and activity
Staff: Rich SapinsId, Rich Gnaccio, Jay Couzens, Rich Calle,
associated with 1100 students
Bill IGrchner, Steve Ingraham, Sandy Siegel.
disappears there is a great deal
happening throughout the
summer months. Not only is the
Administration, Placement, and
Library working feverishly to
prepare for the incoming class,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;..
' _ _ _ _ _ _ _!111!11_ _ _. . . but groups of students are also
busy with activities which are of
importance to us all. The Moot
Court Board presented an
excellent Mulligan Moot Court
Competition and congratulations
are in order for their fine work.
Congratulations as well to the
Considering the difficulty of admission and its general reputation,
winners and finalists Dan
Fordham Law School can be a frustrating disappointment to
Brambilla Dave Goldstein, Vic
incoming students. The homogeneity of the student body and
Zimmerman and John Peterson.
faculty make studying in the Big Apple a surprisingly bland
Lights w,ere always burning on
experience. School spirit 'or sock hops are not the answer. This is '
a professional school where students properly concentrate on
their future prospects and give little thought to the minor
discomforts of law school life. Nevertheless, many discomforts
reflect serious defects in the quality of a Fordham legal
-Rich Nacchio
education. The placement office remains hopelessly understaffed.
One not yet wise in the ways
The curriculum is geared only to prepare graduates for
of Fordham might be led to
"downtown-"- jobs that do not exist. The curve of the grading
believe that when the Chief
system puts students whose raw score knowledge is almost
Justice of the U,nited States and
identical at opposite ends of the class when ranking tfriie rolls
the Lord Chief Justice of
around. Exams themselves often reward the memory rather than
England appear at lectures
the understanding. Students who cooperate to fight these will
sponsored by the Law School to
improve Fordham while furthering their own interest in becoming
extol the virtues of courtroom
capable employable lawyers. '
advocacy, that such appearances
would signal the intention of the
Law School to promote the
development of skills in this
area.

Student Co-op

the second floor as Law Review the future and importance of
was busy with another such programs at Fordham.
publication. The same was true
It would be highly unusual if
for the third floor and the Urban
Law Journal. The Orientation we were all to come back and
Committee headed by Louise find a perfect environm~nt in
Meller and Ellen Martin prepared which to study and a perfectly
an extremely professional and designed program of legal
enjoyable orientation program. education. There are problems,
That this program' ran so major to some of us and minor
smoothly was a tribute to the to others, but all in need of
thoroughness and long hours solution. I mention this because
that each member of the of the variety we have at the
committee contributed. In ' Law School and hope that
conjunction with Orientation, everyone will contribute in
Biblio-Juris, Inc., the Student trying to solve as many of these
Book Store under the direction problems as possible. From lack
of Tom Penett and Andy of lockers to lack of jobs in the
Marchese has achieved new profeSsion, each area both
status in organization and professional and social can stand
professionalism. I believe only scrutiny and improvement. The
fourth year evening students can function of our student
now recall the long lines, short government is not to govern but
hours, lack of books, and the to present student input about
cash only policy of the what is right and what is wrong
University Book Shop. Limited in our . environment and to
stationary supplies are being present suggestions for
offered for the first time and as improving our legal education.
usual at a reduced price. In late Therefore I invite each of you to
July the Black and Puerto Rican take part in helping to solve the
Law Student Associations problems and make the
co - sponsored a minority improvements in order that we
program which was a first for all will find our stay at Fordham
the metropolitan community Law School much more
and its success speaks well for enjoyable.

IOJ!!nion : The Complea~;\~~~a~e

RIP/RPM

Along with "lady lawyers," the phrase reasonable man is more
offensive than it is helpful. Professors who have mastered the
cacaphony of legal jargon should enjoy referring to the reasonable
person, and rephrasing their hypotheticals to include women in
positions other than secretarial or wife . At common law a
husband and wife were one person and that person was the
husband. In the United States women are lawyers and doctors
and recognition of these facts should not overtax their colleagues.

Rules of the
Game .
The administration can put up sound proof barriers in the
Library but they serve no purpose when the noise comes from
within. With the growing number of admitted students each year
the Library is more apt to become -Grand Central Terminal North
unless we each think about and respect each others' rights.
Smoking is illegal in classrooms in New York City. More'
important overcrowded classrooms and poor ventilatiqn make it
offensive to non smokers and smokers alike. Air pollution is air
pollution either by the big factory in suburbs or the cigarette
smoker in the classroom.

The Advocate welcomes letters from the Fordham
Community. Letters should be typed or legibly handwritten.
They can be deposited at The Advocate Office, Rm. 048 or
mailed to The Advocate Fordham Law School, 140 W. 62nd St.,
N. Y., N. Y. 10023.

One more experienced in the
ways of Fordham would
probably expect the kind of
situation that, in fact, exists.
In the day division of the
Law School for the, entire
1975-1976 year only one course
in advocacy-criminal
advocacy-will be offered. The
effect of this shortcoming has
been either . to prevent day
students from obtaining an
education in this area or to force
them into the evening division
for the three hour course. In
practical teJ.1l1s this has meant
that at le'ast fourteen day '
students who were permitted to
register for criminal advocacy on
registration day found
them"'",,, ..dd..'y 'out' f<om

I

.a'Ubon

the class several days later when especially when those closed or
Prof. Putzel, who teaches the cut out students learned of their
course, posted 'his' list of status too late to register for the
selected students. The inevitable evening course even if they
question of 'why me?' was asked wanted to.
by these students who were left
The irrationality of the
the owners of texts in advocacy present system could have been
and sudd~nly three credits short. largely obviated had the
When asked by the registrar's office been notified in
ADVOCATE as to what criteria advance of the number each
he used in selecting those professor was willing to have in
students who would be admitted his class. Students could have
to Criminal Advocacy, from the been taken on a first come fust
many who applied, Prof. Putzel served basis and would not have
declined to answer. He would, to wait to see if they were
however, commen t more among the chosen. This simple
generally on the state of alternative is both faster and
advocacy courses, pointing ou t fairer- it was not employed.
that the classes must be limited
Why can't more sections of
in size in order to maximize advocacy be added? "The
their effectiveness.
problem is money," says Prof.
And what of those students Putzel (and everyone else). The
who might feel educationally adjuncts who teach these courses ,
shortchanged by the present are not available in the daytime
system? Prof. Putzel felt that . .. which leads to the next
this was 'not an issue' indicating question-"Can't we find
that the student who really someone who is available to
wanted advocacy should take it teach day students?" Surely
at night.
somewhere out there in the great
What is, or should be, the sea of unemployed legal
issue is the quality and humanity the.re is someone
availability of advocacy training qualified -and courageous enough
to all students.
, to take on the task.
Until then Fordham's
The suggestion that day committment to produce the
students should seek solace in complete advocate will remain
unfyl filled.

Alumni

selected ' area upon graduation.
The Fordham Law Alumni
During the first academic
Association in conjunction with year, a member of the Alumni
the Law School Placement will be assigned to each
Office has developed a program freshman who elects to
of guidance and counseling fm participate in the program. The
each student in the Law School. member of the Alumni selected
The program's goals are for a student will act as that
threefold- (i) to give the student student's counselor while the
an understanding of the student is enrolled at the Law
different areas of practice, -(ii) to School.
assist the student in selecting his
or her own career area, and
When a counselor has been
(iii) to help guide the student in assigned, the student will be
obtaining employment in that advised of the counselor selected

and will be asked to
communicate directly with him.
Thereafter, 'the student will have '
a practicing attorney available to
arisw~r any questions concerning
career objectives and he may
also have the opportunity to
observe a practicing attorney at
work.
Among other Law Alumni
placement activities, a series of
programs and workshops on the
practice of law will be presented
in the fall and spring of th~
current academic year.

I

I
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Sapinski on fish ~.

'JAWS'
by Rich Sapinski
The advent of wann 'weather
and sunny days is a combination
almost guaranteed to send
crowds swanning to the beaches
for a refreshing dip in the ocean.
If, however, one noted bathers
warily eyeing the water and
staying within quick reach of
land this past summer, one
reason may well have been
Universal Studios' "Jaws"
which, in its fust three to four
weeks running, played to enough
packed houses in area theaters to.
pay almost all its production
costs. Based upon Peter
Benchley's best-seller of the
same name, "Jaws" seems to
have struck a chord deep within
most people, the terror of one of
. the most horrible deaths
imaginable.
.
The story ' centers on a
Northeastern resort community
at the beginning of what is
expected to be a profitable
summer season. Suddenly, the
town fathers are thrown into
turmoil when the remains of a
young woman are discovered on
the beach one morning.
Although she was obviously the
victim of a very large shark, the
local leaders, all of whom stand .

to lose a lot of money if the
beaches have to be closed, force
town Police Chief Brody, played
by Roy Scheider, to label the
incident a "boating accident"
and to keep the beaches open.
Predictably, the result is a
bloody reign of terror as the
maneater, whose approach is
always signalled by spine· tingling
"mood music" calculated to
keep the audience on the edge of
their seats, strikes again and
again without warning. This
time, the shock of more deaths
is enough to force the closing of
the beaches and fmancial ruin
for the community becomes '
imminent if something ' is not .
done and done fast. The shark
must be found and destroyed. In '
desperation, ,the town leaders
hire a local "old salt"· and '
shark-hunter known as "Quint," .
played by Robert Shaw, to hunt
the menace for a huge fee.
The stage is set for more than
a confrontation with the killer
when "Quint" is joined on board
by Chief Brody and Matt
Hooper, an oceanographer and
shark expert, played by Richard
Dreyfuss, who is sent to the
community to help find the

MOVIES AROUND TOWN
-Ma.rfc Lichtblau

DAY OF THE LOCUST-The
end of the World as per
Hollywood in the 1920's,
adapted from Nathaniel West's
novel. Pretentious, boring;
pseudo, chic, and naive as it may
sound, contains not one
sympathetic character. Stars
Karen black.
N ASHVILLE-If you like
country music, this might well,
be for you. If' you don't mind a
long, long, plotless film this is
for you. The ending isn't bad,
but its rather anticlimatic after'
spending 2;2 trying to guess
. who's gonna do it.
LOVE AND DEATH-Woody
Allen's newest effort with Diane
Keaton. Not for fims of Woody's
older movies, unless you don't
mind hearing some of the same
joke~ again. Deals with a plot to
assassinate Napolean during his
invasion of Russia. But as in all
Allen fIfms it does have its
moments of hilarity.

WIN DAN D 'T H E
LION- Sean Connery as the last
of the Tripoli pirates. Absolutely
delightful adventure film of
Connery swashbuckling around
the desert
la Errol Flynn.
Don't miss it.
ROLLERBALL - The
sublimation of aggression and
hostility in t'o a futuristic
gladiatorial game in the
corporate world of tomorrow.
Stars James Caan. Not for the
squeamish but not to be missed.
RETURN OF THE PINK
P ANTHER-Does anyone
remember when Peter Sellers
was still a comedian? Well, he's ,
back in a delightfully funny
sequel to the Pink Panther. Not
high comedy but some excellent
slapstick.
MONTY PYTHON & THE
HOLY GRAIL-The Hilarious
English vaudeville group's fust
feature film. It soon becomes
obvious that they should stick to
skits, but the fIlm does have its
moments.

a

SPECIAL STUDENT CONSIDERATION

laytens -

eptlc1lans

Come visit with us, We've got

A TOUCH
OF GLASS
(212) PL 5-0498

shark. "Quint" hunts sharks '
because he hates them, having
suryived shark attacks as a
crewman of the cruiser
Indianapolis in World War II. Of
1100 crewmen who went into
the water, ' he was one of only
400 rescued; the remainder were
shark Victims. Hooper, on the
other hand, is a rich, young
scientist who is fascinated by
sharks and considers this to be
an excellent opportunity for
scientific study. Brody is in the
middle; a man who turns green
in a wading pool, all he wants is
to get back to dry land.
The clash of ideas, age
differences, and class animosities
among these three men from
completely different
backgrounds who are pitted in
life and death struggle with a
seemingly supernatural shark
becomes the central focus of the
fIlm. What starts out as a shark
hunt becomes a nightmare as the
quarry becomes the hunter in a
series of fast-paced scenes
climaxed by an' ending which
leaves even those who have read
the book in doubt as to the
outcome. This is accomplished
by superb, technic31 effects and
masterful direction which puts
the viewer right on board with
the shark hunting tri~.
Artistically, however, I felt
that the movie sacrificed much
_ of Benchley's story in exchange
for added sensationalism and
shock value. Character conflicts
and feelings are elementary and
predictable, while at times the

a

EATS IN THE AREA

Fish story: Roy Scheider and Lorraine Gray huddle over their son
who just saw a big fish.
story becomes merely a 'science
Despite these aesthetic ,
fiction tale of a ','super·shark."
drawbacks, "Jaws" is a first-rate
The book, on the other hand,
action and adventure movie,
had elements of "The Old Man
which, by a combination of
and the Sea" in its battle
technical effects, mood, and
between "Quint" and the shark,
effective acting, grabs the viewer
and remained on a more literary
and doesn't let go until the very ,
level throughout.
end.
Philadelphia have been raving
about. A large selection of
heroes is available and the cheese

---lIWiU·.8"LI-rll.~F
..---

steak and onions sandwich is a

must.
_---..JarlM~~.lg~rr'~t~·~,.,~.c:~r!!I!!:_--',
FpOTLIGHTS
THEATER COFFEE C A FE ": Li ncoln Ce n te r.
SHOP-Lobby of Hotel Empire Footlights has a larger selection
(in same building as O'Neals, see of food than our law school
below).
. cafeteria, but .that's about all.
CHOCK
FULL The food isn't that ' good and it
O'NUTS--'-Broadway at 61st st. sure ain't cheap.
TEMPTEE DELICATESLINCOLN LOUNGE-62nd
SEN- good sandwiches;· East side near B'way. ' 'Fordham Law
of Broadway at 61st St.
School's very own. Wanda has
LITTLE
ITALY a dded place-settings on the
PIZZA-Southwest rim of tables and a large lunch menu,
Columbus Circle;
notably ' featuring Chinese food.
Mc DONALDS-Walk north We haven't eaten there yet, but
to Broadway and 71st or South it's probably worth a try.
to 8th Avenue and 56th.
TJW GLEASON'S-B'way
BURGER JOINT-Broadway
past 71st. Great ' neighborhood
and 77th. Big burgers •
and we'll give you
ANGELO'S ITALIAN bar with a very competent
RESTAURANT-Cheap but not kitchen. The draft beer served is
bad Italian food. At 56th and cold and delicious but goes for
75 c a stein. The chili,
9th Ave.
toward a new .
PIOMEER MARKEt-9th cheeseburger deluxe and the
chefs
salad
are
a
must
with
,their
Avenue between 57th and 58th
Street. This regular ' deli-stoFe reasonable prices.
O'NEALS BALOON-Popular
makes tasty, big sandwiches at
Fordham watering hole. A little
reasonable prices.
LIBERTY CAFE-64th off too chi-chi and a little high
B'way. Just beneath· the uptown · priced.
Statue of Liberty, they offer
Cartridge
some of the best dessert values STUDENT
YMCA
in the area. The ice cream is MEMBERSHIP W. 63rd.
Portable
superb, and be sure to try the
DISCOUNT RATE
banana-chocolate whipped
SEPT.
THRU JUNE
cream cre'pe. Stay away from a
real meal though; the prices for
UNDER 25 $60.00
lunch are outrageous.. '
LINCOLN DELI-62nd &
25 OR OVER $80.00
B'way. A welcome new addition
Applications available in
to the collection of nearby
take-out sandwich places. Hot
SBA office.
and cold foods are available. The
Return with payment to:
sandwiches are good and the
WOLFF
Kevin Frawley
prices are quite reasonable for '
Office Equipment Corp.
Steve Donovan
the area.
or SBA office
PHILLY MIGNON-:-9fu Ave
1841 Broadway, N.Y . . 10023
& 57th. Now you can find outBY SEPT. 15
(212) -581-9080
what your friends in L-~______~_____
-Mark LichtbJau

Give us
your old"
tired
typewriter

'60.00
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.LAYOFFS

Con't from poge 1
. Con't from page 1
· problems were unavoidable. ', - . The federal government was . THERE wiLL ·BE an SBA ' discount tickets to the completed, will be soon.
-the Speakers Forum will get
''Staffers' assijnments de~nd on no exception to unemployment meeting tonight. Your niori~y Philharmonic at Avery Fisher
so .many other ' variables such as .syndrome. Late in the spring will be allocated. Open to all . Hall. Oct. 2: Beethoven's off the ground possibly later in
when manuscripts arrive," .semester, Leslie Goldman, students. 5 p.m. Moot Court .Ninth-Pierre Boulez conducting. the month · to be chaired by
Charli~ Carberry, 3B, and Kevin
O'Connell explained.
Fordham placement director got Room.
By mid~AugUst 10 staffers ' .word from Washington D.C. that
' CLASSIFIED ADS in the Frawley 3A. ·
-Treasurer Steve Marksteln
were tossing around their mutual the newly established Clemency THE ADVOCATE will publish ADVOCATE are.inexpensive
gripes. They" complained that Board would hire dozens of law twice as often this year to keep . and reach the public you want states SBA books show $12,300,
there was ,no notice given on . students to process the cases of . students up to.date. If you think .to reach. Rate is $1 for 25 wds . most from new members at
higher $ 25 en trance fee.
their assignments, no notice on returning deserters . and draft you have a story please contact
when required to report to the resiSters. ·The · description the paper at 956-3715.
THE ADVOCATE welcomes Markstein . announced a hope
office, . no advance notice of indicated that law students
.guest editorials, letters and that we'll get a $3,500 stipend
whether they'd be free or busy would appear before the Board THE WORMSER MOOT comments. Deadline for next from the Bronx.
for a wee~nd. Another of the . and function as litigators.
COURT arguments will be held issue: Sept IS.
disgruntled staffers quipped,
Several. Fordham students between Oct. 13 and Nov. 6 this
-SBA has been evicted from
'~e realized there'd be a lot of applied. for the job and about vear. Briefs are due Oct L The
. .. SBA. ,..
~
;-~ ~
r ~~
,,~
' ....,'
' '- :t?
its second fl60r office to make
work when Yie joinef.i the ten wett Sent:;<telegnuns offering last' day to sign up is Sept. 1-7, at
Review, but all we ask ls for a nearly $200 a week on the 9:00 p.m~ Meetings will be held The SBA held an unannounced room for the two additional Law
.little consideration."
~
condition that sutdents arrive to for . in terested studen'ts: meeting on Tuesday September Review editors. SBA has moved
A cry for hum a n start work in the middle of their Evening-rm. 305, at 5:30 today; 2~ Among the topics discussed: to the ground floor in the same
consideration, for human dignity · Evidence exam. '
Day-MCR on _Thursday at 1:00 '
-elections for the first year room as the co-op bookstore.
-First year orientation cost
became the foundation of their
The Dean's office cooperate.d p.m. The t'wo finalists will . class officers 'are to be held later
the S A $965 this year, surely
position. Later in August they in having the exam administered represent the school on the in the month.
met with Tom O'Connell. They a t Georgetown, and several National Moot Court Tel!Jll.
~the student directory . is an all time record'.
-Vice resident Sullivan 2A,
nearing compietion with a cost
noted that O'Connell didn't students, including Colleenseem receptive to their idea of Sullivan ' 3-B, forewent other DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS of close to $500 and 'projected will chair a New Budget
Committee to review
an association of the staff, but employmen.t, rented an are available .to law students at rev~nues of $1200 . .
did appear sensitive to their apartment in the capital only to Activities office on 2nd floor in
-~ourse evaluations for the requisitions, on Tuesday
grievances.
be informed that no funds Lowenstein. Check there also for ' . fall semester have . not.' been September 9.
.. W e had the sam e would be available to pay the
complaints," he said, "In fact we new interns: . '
tried to bend over backwards
Several students desperately
because we felt last years board tried to reclaim other offers, and
many, having heard the tales of
· had been a little rough.~'
Little was done though, until no pay and no organization
.t he third confrontati.o n stayed away altogether. At one
By James ZeIlinger
awkward than in the past, and his performance With the
occurring at a Law Review point Ms. Sullivan, a stringer for
& Frank Hertz
ripe for dethroning from their 0 ran gem e· n , Woo d Y, s
orientation party. "I don't know the New York Times was asked
gridiron monarchy.
disorganiz~d. style of play has
if it was the beer or the if she wanted ·to handle press
Yet 3B's undaunted members ina d ve r t e ntly created a
mounting frustration, but it relations for the Clemency
Due to the lack of are returning with high champion. Attempting to catch
turned into a shouting match," B'Oard, and she declined. Finally participation rather than the expectations for another Woody's watermelons, will be
noted one participant. The through perserverance, she and clear superiority of a good team, unbeaten season and for another Glenn 'SS' Niemy who has
editors pleaded to 'Jive us time' otheJ' students who stayed were ~ ............d with .. perfect .... " ~ ....& ""' . . rambow. tp:oven a WOD& odor is. more
and It appears the controversy' able to enjoy work for the Board gridiron record. Unlike the fall By mid-August the team had valuable than good speed for
has passed.
and earn $175 a week for their . of 1973, when 3B, then light of 'finally washed last year's sweats, loosening up defensive coverage.
The staff has noticed a effort.
beard and brow, cinderallas at sharpened their spikes and
Jim Zellinger, alias Z, captain
change in attitude by the
The moral of . the story for the dawn of their game, finished deodorizing 'SS'. Fresh and curator of the team, will
editors, and ample notice of summer job 'seekers is to unranked and untame4, crushed from outfittiJ)g at his Italian return as the monster (man?) in
assignments both for the week persevere and badger prospective the uppercJass powers and haberdasher's, Bob Woodruff 3B's defense. Known for his
and weekends is being given. employers while ' at the same created their dynasty', they are . will repeat at quarterback aggressive rather than winning
"From what I've gathered, had time, renew their hack licenses. now older, heavier, more . navigating 3B's offense. Unlike style of play, the Tang (57
we approached last years editors ,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--__. seconds) champiorrhas promised
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Intramural Foothall

3-B PREDICTS SUCCESS

the same way, we'd have been
tossed off the Review and
hi
ld h
h
d
not ng wou
ave c ange .
open all
mindedness
editors
grateful andour
respect
the
We're
have shown," was posited by
another staffer.
O'Connell said that each
student had been guaranteed a
week' off as well as the labor day
weekend. "We have tried to set
it up so everyone will be free
from Thanksgiving until New ,
Year's," he added.
Every Law Review member
interviewed expressed concern
wi th the Editors' difficult
position and share their zeal for
quality publication. "We're
willing to do whatever is
necessary to produce a top flight
Review, since it defeats our own
interests to be published in a
Rag," added another member.
Through it all the editors and
staff have managed to keep to 'a
tough schedule. Two books are
already in galleys. '
"One thing I'd like .the staff
·to
ow," O'Connell stressed,"
· is that the board thinks very
k
. n

p.

"It woilld be worthwhile to drag the children here by the ears"

h.

6.,·.~.r
'" ..'
g .'1'1
'. .~~
.

to ,down the opposition "like

- Robert Potts,

N'BC-~'ews

flies in my beer". Mike 'Bubba'
~atrice wiJI be starting in this

n·

experience
with and
the his
Jersey
City
year's backfield
coaching
'pee wees' should prove to be an
absurdly minimal asset for 3B.
Mike Cornacchia, whose
.m 0 u thguard has successfuUy
protected those pearly whites
'during the past campaigns, will
again attempt to keep those
. cuspids intact while assisting
'Maddog' Letizia, 'Too Tall'
Wolff and 'Big Tool' Tuffin with
the defensive onslaught.
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on 9th Avenue between 57th and 58th Streets
also at 75th and B'way and 86th & 2nd Ave.
Yes! At last you can buy the food Philadelphia students are surviving on .
and thriving on-We're almost on campus! Open Sundays!

# 1 STEAK

.

.

Tender ~f sauteed in fmest oil and served on special Italian bread - with or without onions ---51.45

re c~~~!rra t~ t~:;t ~~::; wi~~
promised to display some of the
conditioning that he acquired

# 2 CHEESE STEAK
Our steak sandwich with delicious melted cheese - - - - - : _ - - - - - - - - - -__
$1.60

# 3 SAUCE STEAK

Our steak sandwich with our own home-made Italian sauce _ _ _ _ _ _--,_ _--,._ _$1.60

# 4 PIzzA STEAK

Our steak sandwich with both cheese and sauce _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,_ _ _ $1.75

# S HOAGIE
F'!nest Genoa Salam'I, Ham , Ca
' I
. PICO a, and Provolone Cheese with sliced toinato, lettuce and onion, Italian
bread
'
.
' .
.$.lA5

.# 6 STOVE HOAGIE

~1 45
A Hoqie, frab {Jom our oven ----~---------------... -

20"'-0 OfF•• ALL SANDWICHES
WIlH THIS COUPON
.

highly of the staff, particularly
in ternlS of their ability to
7G
produce publishable material."
In short , · the possible
unionization of sorts, of a staff
of the Law School publication
has been put off for npw, but
the concern for human dignity
00
may ring again.
. .______________________________
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.while hiking high in the
Himalayas. He and Dennis
'Claws' Crossley wiJI atter.tpt to
, tangle and confuse the
opposition's secondary as
. successfully as they have
perplexed the quarterbacks of
3B. Finn 'the lion' O'NeiJI will
be returning at the brutal middle
'linebacker spot. However, Finn
. is expected to meet and survive
.the challenge since he is
accustomed to taking a good
. whipping. Finally Frank 'the
buzzsaw' Hertz returns in the
backfield of 3B. The lilliputian
predicts great success, unlike his
flagpole venture, in chopping
. down the opposition's defensive
harge.

~--------------~------------------------~ , c

